Brief:
Provide a Master Plan for the property addressing the following areas and the way they
relate to each other
Entertainment Area:
- Design dining area and lounge area for free standing furniture to the right of folding doors (as viewed upon
exiting those doors)
- Outdoor kitchen with Gas BBQ (mains), adjacent burner, sink, ice drawer and counter space for food
preparation (to the left of folding doors)
- Bar for stool seating facing the BBQ area
- Bar to be faced with slate slips client chose at Corkers
- Design cover for bar and food preparation area
- Design space to place clients’ own freestanding charcoal BBQ and Weber (client to provide specifications for these)
- Add return to bar
- Add low wall to separate bar area from private area behind and add planting behind to soften view between the two
areas
Private Lounge Area:
- The Private Lounge Area is to be located to the left of the folding doors, beyond the outdoor kitchen, in front of the
bedroom window and along the rear of the garage
- Design a ‘snug’ for clients’ personal use, i.e. a lounge area with a sense of enclosure/ U-shape
- Snug to include fire pit connected to mains gas
- Design a platform for the subsequent installation of a ‘Sport Square Hot Tub’ by Urban Cedar
- Create attractive focus with planting in the corner of the garden yet to be cleared but which will be visible from the
bedroom window and lounge area
- Address the boundary to provide visual privacy towards the track leading to the adjacent livery and conceal from view
the caravan on that site via an evergreen back drop in front of a cedar fence to the centre of patio doors; step down
boundary from there

Water Feature:
- Existing pond to be extended by adding a fountain element to the higher level to contribute the sound of water and
modernise the aesthetics of the pond while retaining the existing surround
- Cedars and shrubs at rear of pond will be cleared retaining only the two blue pines to the right.
Provide planting specifications to frame and anchor new pond views
Area surrounding side entrance and boundary to driveway:
- Existing wall to driveway and adjacent planter to be demolished for construction access. Keep freestanding planter as is.
- In redesigning wall, increase height to approx. 2m from outside and relocate new, wider gate further down the wall.
- Possible addition of a garage on drive in the future but location of wall to be kept as is, and driveway area and approach
to entrance excluded from scope at this point
- Consider view from kitchen window- provide both interest and privacy
- New paving to replace existing; consider link to rear of house in terms of aesthetics and physical access
- Suggest planting alongside the house to soften lines and tie house into the scheme
- Delineate kitchen garden towards lower garden using soft planting
- Design attractive and functional area to accommodate bins
Materials and Aesthetic:
- Aesthetic to be contemporary and clean without being stark, while being sympathetic to the country setting
- Combine areas of composite timber decking with light grey porcelain tile for ease of cleaning and brightness its
reflections add to the inside of the house
- Client likes the idea of different levels
- Provide materials specifications and samples
- Include plant specifications
- Include lighting concept
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Entertainment Area shown without fixed canopy

Flint paving to snug for tactile surface
in keeping with the vernacular style.
Deep back of snug seat doubles up as
bench for food preparation area

Fragrant Honeysuckle trained onto trellis in recess offset from wall
Visual separation with planting towards hot tub area.
Venetian panel slides behind trellis to expose garage window if light needed in
workshop (can be hinged panel instead if preferred)
Hot tub recessed into deck and ground
to lower height and create platform for
seating, towels and clothes.
Snug and hot tub enclusure built from
Millboard (warm, maintenance free, nonslip) to match dining deck with low, deep
seats for lounging.

Millboard decking
Deep back of snug seat doubles up as perching bench for food preparation area
Kitchen counter formed from block with slate slip face on front and side, white
rendered back and solid surface work top and bar.
92cm wide Beefeater BBQ shown with side plate, single stainless steel sink and
pull out ice drawer.
Note how choice of stools can add (any) colour and coordinate with bespoke
outdoor cushions (UV and water proof, all-weather fabric and filling)

Fire pit (mains gas)

Grey paving options: Porcelain tile or grey limestone, discuss

Entertainment Area Details

Flint

Slate slips

Space for additional
BBQs if needed in
close proximity

Entertainment area shown with full awning

Grasses to form
transition from tall
screening to lower
fence/hedge combination

Bench seating at
edge of deck
Informal planting to
provide green view
from lounge window

Water feature
relocated for maximum impact and
visibility from all
areas.
New pond wall and
water spout

Patio with dining area and water feature
Low hedge borders house
and path and encloses small
bed under window for easy
perennials
Best effect: single species
mass planting such as Alliums for spring and Dahlias
or Anemones for summer

View of kitchen from garden

Views from Bedroom Window

Small awning covering
food preparation area

Medium sized awning covering majority
of lounge area up to
garage recess

Large awning covering food kitchen,
lounge and hot tub
area

Slimline awning retracts to face of building
if not in use.
Mounting bar with integrated lighting can
be installed with ‘bungalow brackets’ to
allow use of awning with lower eaves such
but are subject to site survey by the
manufacturer.
Advantage of retractable awning:
- possible to cover more space without
permanently shading windows
Possible downside:
- Fumes from BBQ and fire pit can stain
awning over time, especially lighter colours

Awning Options

New raised brick bed for
kitchen garden
Integrated bench
Concealed storage area for
rubbish and recycling bins
Consider installing a tap to
make this a dog shower area?

Entrance with oak gate,
widened and moved further
away from building
Evergreen Trachelospermum
to cover wall adjacent to
kitchen window provides neat
habit and fragrant flowers at
entrance in summer
Pleached Hornbeam trees to
soften and extend height of
new wall.

Side Entrance

Return pleached trees to enclose
kitchen garden.
Soften transition with yew hedge
behind

Wall shown with optional climber
behind pleached trees such as
Parthenocissus for rapid coverage
and spectacular autumn colour

Side Entrance and Kitchen Garden

Keep base of pleached trees clear
until established.
Lavender or other perennials can be
added later if desired.

View of garden from kitchen window

Charcoal coloured brick with Venerian slatted panel
contrasting joints

Pleached Hornbeam

Purple foliage of fast growing Cotinus
contrasts well with light greens. Plumes
of flowers in summer and brilliant
autumn colour

Tall Cortaderia makes statuesque
stament and provides screening,
shorter Miscanthus grass frames
edges of water feature; both have
great texture and movement

Install Instant green
screening from garage
corner to point where
caravan beyond is
screened as seen from
folding doors

Multistem Amelanchier tree as
focal point for planting in corner
provides early bloom in spring,
fresh green foliage in summer
and spectacular autumn colour.
Underplant with Hakonechloa
for big hummock of grass with
great colour and texture
Euphorbia mellifera and Choysia ternata provide
evergreen structure and flowers to main view
from windows

Planting- Spring

Fragrant Honeysuckle
flowering all summer
long adjacent to snug

Low, evergreen
hedge of Japanese Holly
to frame side
of house and
patio

Planting- Summer

Planting- Autumn Colour

Fixed Canopy over Kitchen Area

Fixed Canopy- oak construction tied into
kitchen counter
Advantages of fixed canopy:
- Built in extract ensures proper venting;
timber more forgiving to staining by
fumes than awning
- Best way of providing targeted lighting for
food preparation
Disadvantages:
- Only food preparation area and bar are
covered
- Canopy is more obtrusive as seen from
bedroom window and slightly affects
daylight reaching the interior of the house
- Difficult to match weathered roofing
material of house and means introduction
of an additional material to the palette

Views from Bedroom Window

Fixed Canopy over Kitchen Area

Fixed Canopy over Kitchen Area

